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“We burn out not because we don’t care, but because we don’t

grieve.”

~Dr. Rachel Naomi Remen

Caring professions, such as education, healthcare, social work, and

humanitarian development, are based on relationship-based service

where workers expend high levels of emotional labor. Compassion,

the capacity to feel concerned for others in their suffering, can be

sustained through the mindful development of self-awareness and

mental, emotional, physical, behavioral, and relational intelligence.

When occupational conditions do not support compassionate care-

work, burnout and vicarious trauma can impair an individual’s

personal, social and occupational functioning, and accelerate

psychological health problems such as depression, anxiety

disorders, post-traumatic stress disorder, and substance abuse.
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In this Mindful zone, guided by

your ethical compass, you are able

to practice empathy, awareness,

and regulation through the five

intelligences, which lead to a

compassionate response. This

window is your space of resilience,

perspective and equanimity 

HYPOAROUSAL

HYPERAROUSAL

 WINDOW OF

TOLERANCE

"FLIGHT OR FREEZE" 

Distress is experienced as feeling

spacey, frozen, zoned out, numb.

"FLIGHT OR FIGHT"

Distress is experienced as feeling

overwhelmed, panicked, angry and

anxious.

When stress and

trauma shrink your

Window of Tolerance,

it is difficult to

maintain stability in

your work/life rhythms 

Working with an

experienced

Mindfulness facilitator

can help you expand

your Window of

Tolerance so that

you're more able to

cope with challenges.
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Gather your Attention:

G is a reminder to the care-worker to pause and

gather her attention. This can be done through a

simple grounding process of focusing on breathing

or simply by pressing your feet down on the floor.

Recalling Intention:

R is a reminder to serve with integrity, guided by your moral compass as

you seek to relieve suffering. Recalling this intention will help you stay

focused and respond appropriately to what is needed. 

GRACE in Action
adapted from Roshi Joan Halifax
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Attune:

Attunement, first to oneself, and then to the one in need of care,

involves shifting your attention to the affective stream as emotions flow

through you. Witnessing this interplay of emotions, you can open a

space where you are present for whatever might arise.  

Considering what will serve:

As the encounter with the patient unfolds, notice and listen for what the

patient might be communicating. This is about practicing appreciative

inquiry, deep listening and presence, while at the same time, drawing

upon your training, expertise, knowledge and experience.

Engage and Enact: 

You co-create a dynamic, morally grounded encounter, characterized by

mutuality, trust, and consistent with your values and ethics. What

emerges is principled compassion: mutual, respectful of all persons

involved, as well as practical and actionable. Mark the end of the

interaction with this person; release, let go, breathe out. Without

acknowledgement of what unfolded, it will be difficult to let go of this

encounter and move on.



Emotional:
Managing one’s

emotions,
empathy

Behavioral: Discerning
Patterns, Understanding
Motivation, Expressing

Agency

Relational:
Teamwork, Social
Support
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Mental: Constructive
Self-talk, Mindful

awareness

Physical: Finding
Equilibrium in

your Body

Congruence



HAVE YOU EXPERIENCED ANY
OF THESE SYMPTOMS LATELY?
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Feeling overwhelmed, hopeless, helpless or powerless
when hearing of others’ suffering

Feelings of anger, irritability, sadness and anxiety

Feeling detached from your surroundings or from our
physical or emotional experience

Constant thinking or dwelling around the suffering of
the trauma survivors

Constant self-blame or thoughts of “I should or could
have done more”

Changes in belief systems (such as belief about self,
others, world, future) or meaning in life

Difficulty concentrating, focusing or making decisions.

Nausea, dizziness, headaches

Difficulty sleeping and nightmares

Self-isolation and withdrawal

Poor coping such as self-medicating and increase in
substance use

Relationship conflict

Feeling less efficient or productive at work
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